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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Financial Transmission Rights

What is the value of Financial Transmission Rights? The discussion today:
 Financial Transmission Rights (FTR), Transmission Congestion Contracts (TCC), Congestion
Revenue Rights (CRR) …
o First Principles and Electricity Market Design.
o Origins and Evolution.
o FTRs as Obligations.
o Continuing Challenges.
 Auction Design and Revenue Adequacy.
 Auction Revenue Rights (ARR).
 Transmission Expansion.
 Up-to-Congestion Products.
 Eligible Nodal Locations.
 Related Issues Not Covered Today.
o Market Power and Market Manipulation.
o Credit Issues and FTR Defaults.
o Long-term FTR Allocations.
o FTRs as Options.
o Uplift allocations.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Financial Transmission Rights

What is the value of Financial Transmission Rights? What is the role of FTRs and how do they
relate to the broader issues of electricity market design?
True, But Incomplete: “FTRs were designed to serve as the financial equivalent of firm transmission
service and play a key role in ensuring open access to firm transmission service by providing a
congestion hedging function. The purpose of FTRs to serve as a congestion hedge has been well
established.” (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 2017, p. 11)
Half True, But Misdirected: “Financial
transmission rights and the associated
revenues were directly provided to
loads in recognition of the fact that
loads pay for the transmission system
which permits low cost generation to be
delivered to load.
Another way of
describing the result is that FTRs and
the associated congestion revenues
were directly provided to loads in
recognition of the fact that, as a result
of LMP, load pays too much for
generation. The excess payments are
defined to be congestion.” (Monitoring
Analytics, 2018, p. 577)
(Monitoring Analytics, 2018, p. 508)

Total congestion cost is a small part of the story. The bigger issue centers on the fundamental
structure of market design.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Financial Transmission Rights

What is the value of Financial Transmission Rights? What is the role of FTRs and how do they
relate to the broader issues of electricity market design?
“In an LMP market, the lowest cost generation is
dispatched to meet the load, subject to the ability of the
transmission system to deliver that energy. When the
lowest cost generation is remote from load centers, the
physical transmission system permits that lowest cost
generation to be delivered to load. This was true prior to
the introduction of LMP markets and continues to be
true in LMP markets. Prior to the introduction of LMP
markets, contracts based on the physical rights
associated with the transmission system were the
mechanism used to provide for the delivery of low
cost generation to load. Firm transmission
customers who paid for the transmission system
through rates or through bilateral contracts received
the low cost generation.” (Monitoring Analytics, 2018, p.

Transmission Rights
Contract Path

577, emphasis added)

The “physical rights” model for “firm transmission” never worked as advertised. It is unable to
support an efficient open access electricity market.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Electricity Restructuring

The evolution of electricity restructuring contains a thread of issues related to counterintuitive
market design requirements requiring coordination for competition. MIT led the way.
Markets for Power, 1983.
Joskow
and
Schmalensee.
Addressed the possibility and
problems
of
introducing
competition and markets in the
power sector. (Joskow & Schmalensee,
1983)

"The practice of ignoring the
critical functions played by the
transmission system in many
discussions
of
deregulation
almost
certainly
leads
to
incorrect conclusions about the
optimal structure of an electric
power system." (p.63)
Schweppe et al., 1988. Spot
Pricing of Electricity, Kluwer.
Using prices to direct the
dispatch. (Schweppe, Caramanis, Tabors, &
Bohn, 1988)
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Energy Market Design

The U.S. experience illustrates successful market design and remaining challenges for both theory
and implementation.
 Design Principle: Integrate Market Design
and System Operations
Competitive Wholesale Electricity Market Structure

Provide good short-run operating incentives.
long-run

Locational Marginal Prices (LMP)
granularity to match system operations.

with

 Design Implementation: Pricing Evolution
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Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs).

Genco

Regulated

 Design Framework: Bid-Based, Security
Constrained Economic Dispatch

Generation

and

Transmission

markets

Distribution

Support forward
investments.

Better scarcity pricing to support resource
adequacy.
Unit commitment and lumpy decisions with coordination, bid guarantees and uplift payments.
 Design Challenge: Infrastructure Investment
Hybrid models to accommodate both market-based and regulated transmission investments.
Beneficiary-pays principle to support integration with rest of the market design.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Electricity Restructuring

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regulates wholesale electricity markets. Support for
competition in wholesale markets is a clear and continuing national policy:
“While competitive markets face challenges, we should acknowledge that competition in wholesale
power markets is national policy. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 embraced wholesale competition
as national policy for this country. It represented the third major federal law enacted in the last 25
years to embrace wholesale competition. To my mind, the question before the Commission is not
whether competition is the correct national policy. That question has been asked and answered
three times by Congress.
If we accept the Commission has a duty to guard the consumer, and that competition is
national policy, our duty is clear. It is to make existing wholesale markets more competitive. That is
the heart of this review: to not only identify the challenges facing competitive wholesale markets but
also identify and assess solutions.”1
“…the Commission has acted over the last few decades to implement Congressional policy to facilitate
entry of new participants and to encourage competition in wholesale electric power markets. The
Commission’s actions include sustained efforts to foster regional power markets.”2
"The markets were set up to allocate resources more efficiently … to shift investment risk from
customers to investors, to run the grid across larger regions so that you'd get more redundancy and
more efficiencies, and to reduce regulatory lag when prices came down. The markets have done all
those things really quite well."3

1

Joseph T. Kelliher, “Statement of Chairman Joseph T. Kelliher,” Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Conference on Competition on
Wholesale Power Markets AD07-7-000. February 27, 2007.
2

Testimony of Chairman Jon Wellinghoff, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Before the Energy and Environment Subcommittee Of
the Committee on Energy and Commerce, United States House of Representatives, Oversight Hearing for the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, March 23, 2010.
3

Chairman Cheryl LaFleur, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, EnergyWire, August 22, 2014.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Order 888 and Open Access

Order 888, 1996: “Promoting Wholesale Competition Through Open Access Non-discriminatory
Transmission Services by Public Utilities; Recovery of Stranded Costs by Public Utilities
and Transmitting Utilities.” The Order followed from a lengthy debate about the many details of
electricity markets. The key principles included open access and non-discrimination.
“Today the Commission issues three final, interrelated rules designed to remove impediments to
competition in the wholesale bulk power marketplace … . The legal and policy cornerstone of these
rules is to remedy undue discrimination in access to the monopoly owned transmission wires that
control whether and to whom electricity can be transported in interstate commerce.” (FERC, Order 888,
April 24, 1996, p. 1.)

 What did Order 888 anticipate for the development of electricity market design?
 What other electricity market design options are available to achieve the objectives of open
access and Order 888?
 Can open access not be about market design?
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Order 888 and the Contract Path

Under Order 888 the FERC made a crucial choice regarding a central complication of the electricity
system.
“A contract path is simply a path that can be designated to form a single continuous electrical path
between the parties to an agreement. Because of the laws of physics, it is unlikely that the actual
power flow will follow that contract path. … Flow-based pricing or contracting would be designed to
account for the actual power flows on a transmission system. It would take into account the
"unscheduled flows" that occur under a contract path regime.” (FERC, Order 888, April 24, 1996, footnotes 184185, p. 93.)

Why is this important?
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NETWORK INTERACTIONS

Loop Flow

Electric transmission network interactions can be large and important.


Conventional definitions of network "Interface" transfer capacity depend on the assumed
load conditions.



Transfer capacity cannot be defined or guaranteed over any reasonable horizon.

POWER TRANSFER CAPACITY VARIES WITH LOAD
(WITH IDENTICAL LINKS, TRUE CONSTRAINT ON LINE FROM OLDGEN TO BIGTOWN)
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NETWORK INTERACTIONS

Loop Flow

There is a fatal flaw in the old "contract path" model of power moving between locations along a
designated path. The network effects are strong. Power flows across one "interface" can have a
dramatic effect on the capacity of other, distant interfaces.

Transmission Impacts Vary Across the Eastern System
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Interface in Eastern Interconnected System
Source: VEM, Winter Operating Study, December 1993.
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TRANSMISSION CAPACITY

Definition

Electricity restructuring requires open access to the transmission essential facility. A fully
decentralized competitive market would benefit from tradable property rights in the transmission
grid. However, the industry has never been able to define workable transmission property rights:
"A primary purpose of the RIN is for users to learn what Available Transmission Capacity
(ATC) may be available for their use. Because of effects of ongoing and changing
transactions, changes in system conditions, loop flows, unforeseen outages, etc., ATC is
not capable of precise determination or definition. "
Comments of the Members of the PJM Interconnection, Request for Comments Regarding Real-Time Information Networks,
Docket No. RM95-9-000, FERC, July 5, 1995, p. 8.

The problems are not unique to the U. S. The same issue arises in any meshed network, as in
Europe and the regulations for European Transmission System Operators [ETSO]:
"Does the draft Regulation set the right objective when it requires TSOs to compute and
publish transfer capacities? ETSO says both yes and no …in many cases the (Net
transfer capacity or NTCs) may be a somewhat ambiguous information…The core of the
difficulty raised by transfer capacities lies in the fact that they do not obey usual
arithmetic: 'it makes no sense to add or subtract the NTC values…' Put it in other ways,
in order to compute the maximal use of the network, one needs to make assumptions on
the use of the network! This definition is restated and elaborated in ETSO (2001a) (p.
6)."
J. Boucher and Y. Smeers, "Towards a Common European Electricity Market--Paths in the Right Direction…Still Far From an
Effective Design," Belgium. September, 2001, pp. 30-31. (see HEPG web page, Harvard University)
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Order 888 and the Contract Path

Under Order 888 the FERC made a crucial choice regarding a central complication of the electricity
system.
“A contract path is simply a path that can be designated to form a single continuous electrical path
between the parties to an agreement. Because of the laws of physics, it is unlikely that the actual
power flow will follow that contract path. … Flow-based pricing or contracting would be designed to
account for the actual power flows on a transmission system. It would take into account the
"unscheduled flows" that occur under a contract path regime.” (FERC, Order 888, April 24, 1996, footnotes 184185, p. 93.)

“We will not, at this time, require that flow-based pricing and contracting be used in the electric
industry. In reaching this conclusion, we recognize that there may be difficulties in using a
traditional contract path approach in a non-discriminatory open access transmission environment,
as described by Hogan and others. At the same time, however, contract path pricing and
contracting is the longstanding approach used in the electric industry and it is the approach familiar
to all participants in the industry. To require now a dramatic overhaul of the traditional approach
such as a shift to some form of flow-based pricing and contracting could severely slow, if not derail
for some time, the move to open access and more competitive wholesale bulk power markets. In
addition, we believe it is premature for the Commission to impose generically a new pricing regime
without the benefit of any experience with such pricing. We welcome new and innovative proposals,
but we will not impose them in this Rule.” (FERC, Order 888, April 24, 1996, p. 96.)
Hence, although the fictional contract path approach would not work in theory, maintaining the
fiction would be less disruptive in moving quickly to open access and an expanded competitive
market!
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Electricity Restructuring

The evolution of electricity restructuring contains a thread of issues related to counterintuitive
market design requirements requiring coordination for competition.

The “Contract Path” won’t work in theory, but will it work in practice?




Order 888, 1996. Non-discrimination, Open
Access to Transmission.
Contract path
fiction would not work in theory.
Capacity Reservation Tariff (CRT), 1996.
A new model.
"The proposed capacity reservation open
access transmission tariff, if adopted, would
replace the open access transmission tariff
required by the Commission ..."4



NERC Transmission Loading Relief (TLR),
1997.
The unscheduling system to
complement Order 888.

Transmission Capacity Definitions
Contract Path

Contract Path Fiction
OASIS Schedules
and TLR



EPAct 2005.
Continued support for
competitive markets but conflicting signals on market design.



Order 890 Reform 2007. Too little.

Flow-Based Paths

Point-to-Point

Parallel Flows
Physical
Flowgate Rights
FGs
Financial
FG-FTRs

Flows Implicit
Financial Transmission
Rights
PTP-FTRs

Obligations and Options

4

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, "Capacity Reservation Open Access Transmission Tariffs," Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, RM96-11-000,
Washington DC, April 24, 1996, p. 1.
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TRANSMISSION CAPACITY

Network Effects

The role of loop flow and its effects in the system needed to support a competitive market are
important matters. The problems are fundamental in the presence of customer choice and
competition. Principal implications of the ubiquitous and important effects of loop flow include:

No Property Rights. There is no workable system of property rights governing use of the
transmission grid that would support a fully decentralized electricity market.

No Definition of "Available Transmission Capacity." It is not possible to define available
transmission capacity (ATC) for a transmission interface without knowing everything about the use
of the network at the time.

No Separation of Transmission Pricing and Spot Market. The opportunity cost of transmission
depends critically on the marginal costs of power at different locations, and these costs are
determined simultaneously with the dispatch and the spot market.

No Escape from the Network Externalities. There is a fundamental externality in transmission
use, and decentralized markets do not deal well with externalities.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Electricity Restructuring

The original arguments for greater reliance on markets emphasized the effects of non-utility
generators and the reduction or elimination of the conditions for natural monopoly in generation.

Generation

Competitive Wholesale Electricity Market Structure
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Coordination

The independent system operator provides a dispatch function. Three questions remain. Just say
yes, and the market can decide on the split between bilateral and coordinated exchange.
•

Should the system operator be allowed to offer an economic dispatch service for some
plants?

The alternative would be to define a set of administrative procedures and rules for system
balancing that purposely ignore the information about the costs of running particular plants. It seems more
natural that the system operator considers customer bids and provides economic dispatch for some plants.
•

Should the system operator apply marginal cost prices for power provided through the
dispatch?

Under an economic dispatch for the flexible plants and loads, it is a straightforward matter to
determine the locational marginal costs of additional power. These marginal costs are also the prices that
would apply in the case of a perfect competitive market at equilibrium. In addition, these locational
marginal cost prices provide the consistent foundation for the design of a comparable transmission tariff.
•

Should generators and customers be allowed to participate in the economic dispatch
offered by the system operator?

The natural extension of open access and the principles of choice would suggest that participation
should be voluntary. Market participants can evaluate their own economic situation and make their own
choice about participating in the operator's economic dispatch or finding similar services elsewhere.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Pool Dispatch

An efficient short-run electricity market determines a market clearing price based on conditions of
supply and demand balanced in an economic dispatch. Everyone pays or is paid the same price.
The same principles apply in an electric network. (Schweppe et al., 1988)

SHORT-RUN ELECTRICITY MARKET
Energy Price

Short-Run
Marginal
Cost

(¢/kWh)
Price at
7-7:30 p.m.

Demand
7-7:30 p.m.
Price at
9-9:30 a.m.

Price at
2-2:30 a.m.

Demand
9-9:30 a.m.
Demand
2-2:30 a.m.

Q1

Q2

Qmax

MW
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NETWORK INTERACTIONS

Locational Spot Prices

The natural extension of a single price electricity market is to operate a market with locational spot
prices.


It is a straightforward matter to compute "Schweppe" spot prices based on marginal costs at each
location.



Transmission spot prices arise as the difference in the locational prices.

LOCATIONAL SPOT PRICE OF "TRANSMISSION"
Energy Price

Short-Run
Marginal
Cost

(¢/kWh)

Price differential =
Demand

MW

A Pa = 51

Marginal losses
+ Constraint prices

Constraint

B
Energy Price

Pb = 66

C

(¢/kWh)

Short-Run
Marginal
Cost

Demand

Energy Price

Pc = 55

Short-Run
Marginal
Cost

(¢/kWh)

MW

Demand

MW

Price of "Transmission" from A to B = Pb - Pa = 15
Price of "Transmission" from C to A = Pa - Pc = -4
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NETWORK INTERACTIONS

Locational Spot Prices

RTOs operate spot markets with locational prices. For example, PJM updates prices and dispatch
every five minutes for over 10,000 locations. Locational spot prices for electricity exhibit
substantial dynamic variability and persistent long-term average differences.

Minnesota Hub: $131.21/MWh. First Energy Hub:
$-1.57/MWh. March 3, 2008, 9:55am

Missouri MPS -$71.25, Dominion Hub $281.53.

May 22, 2013,

12:40pm.
From MISO-PJM Joint and Common Market,
http://www.jointandcommon.com
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SPOT MARKET

Volatile Spot Prices

The spot price in an electricity market can be highly volatile. A contract for differences offers a
simple financial contract that replicates a fixed price contract. The seller sells to the pool. The
buyer buys from the pool. The CFD provides a means to replicate a bilateral transaction.

"Contracts For Differences" Allow Bilateral Transactions
When SP > CP, Generator paid SP
for sales to market, and
pays SP - CP to customer.

Spot Price (SP)

Contract
Price
(CP)

Time
When SP
for sales to market, and
receives CP - SP from customer.
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SPOT MARKET

Volatile Spot Prices

With the contracts for differences, the physical operation of the power pool becomes independent
of the long-term contracts. Importantly, deliverability of the power does not depend on the
contracts. The pool operates a spot market and produces spot prices for settlements.

CONTRACTS CAN HEDGE SPOT PRICES

Long-Term
Power Contracts

Generators

Short-Term
Power Sales

Customers

Short-Term
Power Purchases

Power Pool
Pool Price (SP)

Time
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SPOT MARKET

Volatile Spot Prices

For transmission between locations, the transmission opportunity cost is the difference in the
locational prices. This difference of volatile prices will be even more volatile.

NEED "Hedges" FOR LOCATIONAL PRICING
Price
(p/kWh)

A
Pa =
Time

B

Price
(p/kWh)

Pb =

C
Time

Price
(p/kWh)

Pc =
Time

Price of "Transmission" from C to B = Pb - Pc = Volatile Price
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NETWORK INTERACTIONS

Financial Transmission Rights

A mechanism for hedging volatile transmission prices can be established by defining financial
transmission rights to collect the congestion rents inherent in efficient, short-run spot prices.

NETWORK TRANSMISSION FINANCIAL RIGHTS
A Pa = 51

Constraint
B
Pb = 66

C

Pc = 55

Price of "Transmission" from A to B = Pb - Pa = 15
Price of "Transmission" from C to A = Pa - Pc = -4

DEFINE TRANSMISSION CONGESTION CONTRACTS BETWEEN LOCATIONS.
FOR SIMPLICITY, TREAT LOSSES AS OPERATING COSTS.
RECEIVE CONGESTION PAYMENTS FROM ACTUAL USERS; MAKE
CONGESTION PAYMENTS TO HOLDERS OF CONGESTION CONTRACTS.
TRANSMISSION CONGESTION CONTRACTS PROVIDE PROTECTION
AGAINST CHANGING LOCATIONAL DIFFERENCES.
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FINANCIAL TRANSMISSION RIGHTS

Revenue Adequacy

The market equilibrium satisfies a “no arbitrage” condition which implies that feasible financial
transmission rights must be revenue adequate.
Under the current grid configuration, with a set of simultaneously feasible financial transmission rights, the
revenues from the current spot market congestion rents must be at least as large as the obligations under
the set of FTRs. This result holds for any economic dispatch and any configuration of FTRs. This is unlike
any set of physical transmission rights where: “Because of effects of ongoing and changing transactions,
changes in system conditions, loop flows, unforeseen outages, etc., ATC is not capable of precise
determination or definition.” Comments of the Members of the PJM Interconnection, Request for Comments Regarding Real-Time Information Networks,
Docket No. RM95-9-000, FERC, July 5, 1995, p. 8.

 Auction Revenue Rights. Financial Transmission Rights may be assigned directly or obtained
through a forward auction. The Auction Revenue Rights (ARRs) follow similar properties. If the
ARRs are simultaneously feasible in the grid configuration for the auction, then the individual ARRs
could be preserved through bids for FTRs.
 Day-Ahead Transmission Commitments. With a day-ahead market, the cleared day-ahead
schedules amount to a forward contract to use the available grid capacity.
o Financial Transmission Rights must be settled at the day-ahead prices. If the FTRs are
simultaneously feasible under the day-ahead grid configuration, the day-ahead market clearing
will be revenue adequate.
o Day-Ahead Schedules must be settled at the real-time prices. If the day-ahead schedules are
simultaneously feasible under the real-time grid configuration, the real-time market clearing will
be revenue adequate. This property holds independent of the existence of FTRs. Hence, the
so-called “Balancing Congestion” is independent of FTRs.
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TRANSMISSION INVESTMENT

FTR Allocation and Efficient Investment

Investment in the transmission grid should create new economic capacity. The allocation of FTRs
under a feasibility rule mitigates incentives for inefficient transmission investment.
Feasibility Test: The aggregate of all financial transmission rights defines a set of net power
injections in the grid. The set of contracts is feasible if these injections and their
associated power flows satisfy all the system constraints.
Feasibility Rule: The grid expansion investor selects a set of new financial transmission rights
with the restriction that both the new and the old FTRs will be simultaneously
feasible after the system expansion.
 If the set of FTRs is feasible then the future payments required for the FTRs will never exceed the
congestion revenues collected through the spot market dispatch.
 Future investments in the grid cannot reduce the welfare of aggregate use according to the
existing FTRs. Hence, exposure to rent transfers is limited to the spot market.
 (Bushnell and Stoft, 1997). If PTP-FTR obligations initially match dispatch in the aggregate and
new FTRs are allocated under the feasibility rule, then the increase in social welfare will be at least
as large as the ex post value of new contracts.
 (Bushnell and Stoft, 1996). If PTP-FTR obligations match dispatch individually, then the allocation
of FTRs under the feasibility rule ensures that no one can benefit from a network investment that
reduces social welfare.
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FINANCIAL TRANSMISSION RIGHTS

Market Efficiency

Financial transmission rights are long-term contracts that hedge short-term congestion costs. This
is more than a convenient way to distribute congestion rents. FTRs are critical elements of
efficient market design.
“FTRs are financial contracts that entitle their holders to day-ahead hourly congestion revenue
(a Transmission Congestion Credit), as measured between the location at which power is
injected into the system and the location at which it is withdrawn. The hourly economic value of
an FTR is based on the FTR MW reservation and the difference between day-ahead
congestion prices at the sink point (point of delivery) and the source point (point of receipt)
designated in the FTR.” (FERC, Order Addressing Filing and Issues Raised at Technical Conference, PJM Interconnection,
L.L.C., Docket Nos. EL16-6-001, ER16-121-000, September 15. 2016.)

 Long-term contracts hedge spot-market prices and support investment.
 Physical transmission rights are not available as a method of controlling system dispatch or as a tool
for long-term contracting.
 Long-term financial contracts need to hedge both the price at locations, through contracts for
differences, and the price differential between locations, through financial transmission rights.
 Real-time “Balancing Congestion” is separate from and independent of congestion in the day-ahead
market with financial transmission rights.
 The revenue adequacy property points to congestion payments as the natural source of funding for
financial transmission rights.
 Any other use of congestion payments would undermine the essential market design.
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NETWORK INTERACTIONS

Market Efficiency

Combining contracts for differences between parties, and financial transmission rights offered by
the system operator, the electricity market can support efficient operations, open access, nondiscrimination and long-term contracts.

Long-Term
Power Contracts

Generators
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Long-Term
Transmission
Contracts

Short-Term
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Short-Term
Power Purchases

Power Pool
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A
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Time
Price
B
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C
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Pc =

Time
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Day-Ahead Commitments

Organized electricity markets utilize day-ahead markets with bid-in loads and generation offers. In
addition, day-ahead markets include a reliability commitment to ensure that adequate capacity will
be available in real time to meet the actual load.

A Structure for Forward Market Scheduling,
Spot Market Dispatch & Settlements
Scheduling Transactions
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ELECTRICITY MARKETS

Market interactions

Equilibration of day-ahead prices and expected real-time prices does not mean that expected
dispatch in real-time will be the same as the dispatch day-ahead, nor does it imply that the same
transmission constraints will be binding or have the same congestion costs. (Hogan, 2016)

Day-Ahead Price Equilibrium
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

A Consistent Framework

The example of successful central coordination, CRT, Regional Transmission Organization (RTO)
Millennium Order (Order 2000) Standard Market Design (SMD) Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NOPR), “Successful Market Design” provides a workable market framework that is working in
places like New York, PJM in the Mid-Atlantic Region, New England, the Midwest, California, SPP,
and Texas. This efficient market design is under (constant) attack.
POOLCO

The RTO NOPR Order SMD NOPR "Successful Market Design"
Contains a Consistent Framework
Bilateral Schedules

Poolco…OPCO…ISO…IMO…Transco…RTO…
ITP…WMP…: "A rose by any other name …"

Coordinated
Spot Market
Bid-Based,
Security-Constrained,
Economic Dispatch
with Nodal Prices

Financial Transmission Rights
(TCCs, FTRs, FCRs, CRRs, ...)

Market-Driven Investment

License Plate Access Charges

at Difference in Nodal Prices

07/05
07/02
12/99
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“Locational marginal pricing (LMP) is the
electricity spot pricing model that serves as the
benchmark for market design – the textbook
ideal that should be the target for policy
makers. A trading arrangement based on LMP
takes all relevant generation and transmission
costs appropriately into account and hence
supports optimal investments.” (International
Energy Agency, 2007)

This is the only model that can meet the tests of open access and non-discrimination.
Anything that upsets this design will unravel the wholesale electricity market. The basic economic dispatch
model accommodates the green energy agenda, as in the expanding Western Energy Imbalance Market
(EIM).
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Path Dependence

The path to successful market design can be circuitous and costly. The FERC “reforms” in Order
890 illustrate “path dependence,” where the path chosen constrains the choices ahead. Early
attempts with contract path, flowgate and zonal models led to design failures in PJM (`97), New
England (`98), California (`99), and Texas (`03). Regional aggregation creates conflicts with system
operations. Successful market design integrates the market with system operations.

Paths to Successful Market Design
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A Consistent Framework

The basic model covers the existing Regional Transmission Organizations and is expanding
through the Wester Energy Imbalance Market. (www.westerneim.com)

(IRC Council and CAISO maps)
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Financial Transmission Rights

What is the value of Financial Transmission Rights? Summary:
Financial Transmission Rights (FTR), Transmission Congestion Contracts (TCC), Congestion
Revenue Rights (CRR) …
o First Principles and Electricity Market Design.
 Open Access and Non-discrimination.
 No need to limit types of transactions or participants.
o Origins and Evolution.
 Physical rights cannot support a market.
 Financial rights encompass virtual traders and expand liquidity.
o Continuing Challenges.
 Auction Design and Revenue Adequacy. Simultaneous feasibility.
 Auction Revenue Rights (ARR). Allocating the value, not the rights.
 Transmission Expansion. Needs integration with FTR expansion.
 Up-to-Congestion Products. Relevant for auctions and day-ahead transactions.
 Eligible Nodal Locations. No theoretical reason for limiting locations.
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Efficient Market Design

No design can be perfect, but the record indicates the high costs of ignoring first principles. When
“good enough” is good enough, the costs of the unintended consequences can be high. The
examples from scarcity pricing, demand response, transmission expansion and the cleaner energy
are illustrative but not exhaustive. Many other areas present similar challenges.
 Extended Locational Marginal Prices (ELMP). (Gribik, Hogan, & Pope, 2007)
 Out-of-Market Transactions and Price Formation.

(Hogan, 2014)

 Renewable Portfolio Standards. (Schmalensee, 2012)
 Net Energy Metering. (Brown & Bunyan, 2014)
 Market Manipulation.


(Lo Prete & Hogan, 2014)

Reforming the Energy Vision.

(NYS Department of Public Service, 2014) (Caramanis, Ntakou, Hogan, Chakrabortty, &

Schoene, 2016)


Hidden Values and the Value Stack. (NYS Department of Public Service, 2016)

 Virtual Bidding and Financial Trading. (Hogan, 2016)
 Clean Power Plan. (Hogan, 2015)
 Energy Imbalance Markets. (Hogan, 2017)
 Other?
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